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I could not find any book, which gives an overview about this topic. I
found the following generic book, which isn't really applicable. Cash
Management (part - 2) - SAP Service Marketplace I've tried to get

information from the market place, but it's not easy to find what you're
looking for. A: I know this is an old topic, but I wanted to share my

experience on this topic. I had a project to create a new program to
manage financial cash. I used both of these platforms: 1) SAP Cash

Management - (I also have the german version of this product). This is a
powerfull accounting software for manage cash, users manage things

like; cut todays date into cash flows, bank reconciliations, apply different
percentages, graph cash flows, generate cash flow and much more. This

product is really awesome! 2) Liquidity Planner -
www.ecoscan.ch/en/products/sap-liquidity-planner (I also have the

german version of this product). This is a standalone product to handle
with your cash flows. Just use it to handle cash flows (this is the most

easy way to use this product), you wont need to use both of these
products to manage financial cash. Just use Liquidity Planner in order to
get the basic overview of cash flows and try to follow the liquidity plan
without using the other tool. I started working in this two products and

here is my results! Mannual Review I started working in Liquidity Planner.
The main, and most complicated point, was to create accounts; so that
customers / partners / receivables will be grouped into one account and
you need to manage; currency, number of days cash flows will be based

on this account, the frequency of accounts (cash flows), you need to input
the receivables, use days, currency, expected amount, etc. So, my
account structure is like this: Partner Customer Receivable Payable
Accounts (you can create up to 64 accounts) Once all accounts are

configured, you can adjust cash flow frequency and day. I usually create
accounts to handle with different payment methods; so after customer is

created the cash flows will be one for every payment method; so if a
payment is success, it will come with
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